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Seeing that the two sides were about to start a big battle, Xiao Liejun and the others hurriedly stopped
it.

“Everyone is on the same front, so there is no need to hurt peace!”

“Since there is nothing wrong! Then everyone should leave!”

“Our line of defense will also be withdrawn! Everything must go back to the past!”

…

Xiao Liejun and the others have already planned to withdraw their troops.
After all, it has been won.

“Ah? Head Xiao, you want to withdraw? Withdraw all the deployed coastal defense lines?”

The Underworld Gods were obviously panicked.
This is a big deal.

Withdraw without thinking?

“Ah? Of course it was withdrawn! We all won this battle! Why do we still have such a long defensive
line? It will be a loss for a moment!”

Xia Liejun subconsciously said.

“Ah! No! Now the danger is still not completely eliminated! What if another Big Mac strikes? And even
stronger than these! Withdraw the defensive line, isn’t this opening the door?”

Underworld god said his worries.

Tiance Shenshuai also nodded.

Although Levi Garrison estimated that the situation did not appear.

But still can’t be taken lightly.

What if it’s a smoke bomb this time?

Where is the real main dish in the back?

At this time, all the defensive lines are removed, which is equivalent to inviting people in.

After all, everyone still believed Levi Garrison’s words.

Xiao Liejun laughed helplessly: “The so-called hearing is false, seeing is believing!”

“These giant creatures are dead! We also caught a dozen of them… We are going to show the King Side
by Side a good look at that time! Let him see how strong these giant creatures are? Didn’t they all be
wiped out by us? so much?”

“What’s more, these giant creatures are not only aimed at Daxia, but the Eagle Nation and other places
have been attacked! They have all been wiped out!”

“They are really not as powerful as the one-word side-by-side king described! They are really average!”

“Besides, if you don’t stand at our angle and position, you don’t know how great the loss will be if you
don’t withdraw the defensive line and stop the safety island!”

…

Several people spoke their thoughts.

Feng Xie Shen stood up and asked again and again: “But have you ever thought about where these giant
creatures come from? Do they still have? If so, how many more? Is it stronger? Will they come again?
Attack?”

Everyone was silent now.

Just fell into joy, not thinking about these issues.

But these do indeed exist.

No one can guarantee that there is or there is…

And this situation is very likely to be discovered!

“this……”

Xiao Liejun’s trio showed hesitation and embarrassment on their faces.

This question really comes to the point.

They really didn’t think about these things.

I just feel that I have won, and I don’t need to do anything else.

The problems of the main wind evil spirit hit the key point one by one.

They can’t answer

Even Ye Wudao and Ye Lingtian stopped talking.

